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ALTERING THE MUZAK SITUATION
Introduction and Statement of the Problem
Throughout history the artist has been dedicated to
innovation and- the state of current technology. Constantly
striving for the appropriate means of expression, the artist
has often been "ahead of his time" and misunderstood. For
instance, the Impressionists were concerned with the quality
of reflected light rather than photo-perfect imagery; they
manipulated the painted surface as no one had done before.
Their work represented the artist's point of view in both
idea and technique and shocked a large portion of the art
community. Today art historians recognize the Impressionists
as the first free thinking visual artists and see the move-
ment as the beginning of modern art. The Pop artists,
affected by 20th century mass production and rampant
commercialism, insisted on an image that described the times
and occasionally employed assembly line techniques to achieve
results. Warhol's Coca Cola silk screens are a familiar
example.
Contemporary visual artists actively manipulate pro-
jection devices, audio and video tape recorders, computers
and even abstract thought processes to communicate a state-
ment. Since 1966 Conceptual Art has existed as a particularly
1
2unique form of expression for the artist. As a reaction
against the sheer bulk of work produced by previous move-
ments, Conceptual Art stressed a return to content with
primary emphasis of the idea rather than a resulting object.
For example, Sol Lewitt replaced his pencil with his mind,
produced a formula for a drawing, and hired someone else
to do the work.
Aesthetic considerations no longer had to occur
exclusively during the execution or construction of a piece.
The visual artist confronted a new wilderness. Lucy Lippard,
in her book Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Att
Object ( 3), explains that the primary objective of Concep-
tual Art is to help people to see as the artist sees and
for the artist to communicate as rapidly as possible. The
final stage of work by a Conceptualist may be in the form
of a photograph, audio or video tape, a hand-written note
or it simply may not exist at all.
My concern has been with the phenomenon of Muzak.
Approximately five years ago, after discovering a strong
similarity between Muzak and traditional Kitsch objects, I
began to collect Muzak-type recordings and exhibit them as
elements of audio-visual pieces and installations. My work
was initially conceptual and became objectified after care-
ful examination of the Muzak situation.
3What is a muzak situation? The most obvious is the
"music to wait by" variety - in the reception room at the
doctor's or dentist's office, over the telephone while on
hold, in the bus terminal. Another popular use of Muzak
is to fill negative space or "enhance" a particular event.
It is far in the background while the consumer is involved
in some other activity, such as dining or shopping. It
allegedly adds to the atmosphere and is virtually impossible
to avoid. The Muzak may be tranquil - to calm us or make
us relax, or fast-paced - to move us on and make room for
more buyers. Industrial Muzak is similar but far more
ruthless in its attempt to control the listener. The people
who produce this type of stimulation expose some workers
to it eight hours a day and openly admit that there are
times to encourage productivity (Monday morning) and times
to slow it down (Friday evening).
The fourth of the more apparent uses of Muzak can be
found on the local easy listening FM radio station piped
throughout someone's home via room to room intercom. This
is especially popular on "open house" days sponsored by
realtors.
Hard-sell music is at least the most honest form of
Musak. It can be heard behind radio and television ads or
may actually be jingles composed for a particular product
or service. There is no doubt of its purpose.
4Much more cleverly camouflaged is the final example -
Muzak as entertainment. This is music composed and performed
with a single thrust in mind - the Industry - the music
business. It's everywhere: Popular music on AM and FM
radio, program music for television, movie scores, live
club and concert performances, from the record store to
the disco. This particular phase of the phenomenon is just
now being explored and revealed by contemporary performers.
Nick Lowe, in his song Music For Money ( 4), sarcastically
describes his work as a paid pop composer and in the middle
verse spits out, "Mu-zak!" Popular recording duo, Steely
Dan, explaining the state of FM rock music sings, "Give
me some funked-up Muzak, it treats you right." (5 ). And
Elvis Costello says, in Radio Radio, "And radio is in the
hands of such a lot of fools trying to anesthetize the way
that you feel!" ( 1). That is what the Muzak situation
is all about. It attempts to anesthetize, to control or
manipulate.
How can such situations be altered? By looking closely
at the phenomenon, it is evident that Muzak in its most
typical form is predictable background music. If it demands
too much attention, if it arouses too much conscious inter-
est and curiosity, or if it is simply too prominent, then
it is no longer in the background and is no longer success-
ful Muzak. For example, suppose the next time you are
5sitting in the doctor's office, instead of hearing 101
Strings play "Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head," you hear
"Ritual Dance Music From Darkest Africa" by authentic tri-
bal percussionists. You would be overly aware of the sound;
the situation will have been altered.
Imagine again. While strolling through your favorite
shopping mall you notice that the familiar melodies have
disappeared, and in their place is a very loud, perpetually
sustained low B flat.
What is so important about this type of exploration?
From a logical point of view Muzak appears to be the aural
equivalent to Kitsch, a surrogate art that has plagued art
historians and elitists for quite some time. If the reason
for using background music is to make the environment more
"elegant" or to help sell more frozen pizza, then it is
really no different than cramming a clock into the belly
of a 12" replica of the Venus de Milo. The significance
is the same for both. However, this is the easy side of
the issue.
To understand how popular musical entertainment falls
under my definition of Muzak, one must first look at the
intent of the performer(s) and the intent of the average
listener. If the motivation is image rather than enlighten-
ment, the outcome is Muzak. If the performer's primary
concern is how he or she is packaged, the outcome is Muzak.
6For instance, most current rock and roll acts appear to
concentrate more or "making it" rather than making music.
They strive for a sound that will be acceptable to as many
people as possible. Their existence from record jacket to
concert hall is a string of cliches. Once the product has
proven itself why deviate from it for the sake of honest
expression, much less art? Visually, I consider Leroy
Neiman this type of painter. Through careful packaging and
the proper exposure, someone has managed to convince many
people that a Neiman illustration is significant art. How-
ever, much of the success of this phenomenon depends on
the person. paying for the experience. For the same reason
that someone feeds his ego by hanging a Mondrian above the
matching couch, people pack Studio 54 Disco in New York City.
As a listener (one who frequents clubs and concerts)
you can eliminate entertainment Muzak in your own life by
avoiding fashionable spots, or events that are "in." In-
stead of attending the local Playboy Club for an evening
of Lou Rawls, you can go to the most obscure place in town
and play the most obscure selections on the jukebox. Muzak
depends on predictability for its power. So once you stop
giving predictable situations your attention, a phase of
the Muzak experience is altered for you personally.
A performer can avoid becoming a vehicle for Muzak by
always giving the audience what is least expected and by
7staying one step ahead. Suppose Lawrence Welk replaced
Mick Jagger as lead vocalist for the Rolling Stones. No
one would ever expect such a thing.
The project involved producing a group (16) of audio-
visual installations that successfully displayed and
exposed various Muzak situations. The following questions,
relating to individual pieces, were of concern:
1. What is the basic intent of each installation
or piece?
2. Does the piece communicate the intent of the
artist?
3. Which installations or pieces will adapt to any
space?
4. What visual documentation is necessary to pre-
serve the idea?
Through investigation, I observed actual Muzak - its
purpose and effect - and documented all findings with
journals, photographs, audio tape and videotape. The
audiovisual installations and pieces were based on per-
sonal observations and conclusions were derived for the
purpose of communication.
8Analysis of Audio-Visual Installations
The following piece descriptions are in the present
tense because the concept is the real art and it continues
to exist beyond the physical manifestations of a particular
time and space. The remaining analysis (beyond description
and intent) is in the past tense as it does refer to a par-
ticular installation in time and space.
Muzak as a Way of Life
Description of the piece:
Nine identical AM/FM transistor radios are arranged
symmetrically in a large open space. Each is tuned to a
different type of station - according to musical format -
and all are set at equal volume. The number of radios
depends on the number of types of radio stations represented
in a particular area. The Dallas-Fort Worth Area caters to
nine: rock and roll, country, disco, easy listening, top
forty, classical, Mexican, adult rock, and jazz. Equal
emphasis is given to each type. (See Figure A.)
Intent:
The blatantly controlled, standardized appearance of
the piece coupled with the uniform volume creates a setting
of mild confusion and chaos. As one wanders through the
space, he searches for programming he can relate to-and
begins to realize the extent aural media influences human
9life (radio "pegs" the listeners through musical styles,
then centers its approach and attitude around that premise).
The piece asks the viewer-listener, "What type are you?"
Space Requirement:
This installation requires a large open space.
Analysis:
While the Piece encouraged the viewer to wander through
and listen, I do not feel the basic message was comprehended
unless an observation was made that the radios were at equal
volume and set on different types of stations. These primary
elements could have been emphasized through written instruc-
tions for the viewer. The visual symmetry was easily
observed as was the confusion created by the mass of sound.
Necessary Visual Documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE A
MUZAK AS A WAY OF LIFE
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Music as Decoration
Description of the Piece:
Typical Muzak is heard from two non-typical surround-
ings: a Pentecostal brush arbor (used for revival services)
and a beehive kiln (used for brick-making). Transistor
radios are hidden in each and tuned to easy listening
stations. (See Figures B and C.)
Intent:
The piece points out the absurdity of music spewing
forth from certain public places (this type of forced aural
stimulation usually occurs over the telephone while on hold,
from a speaker attached to the side of a building, in empty
rooms of an office building, etc.). While hearing the Muzak
in the brush arbor or kiln, one begins to make an associa-
tion with more "logical" surroundings.
Space Requirement:
This installation can be adapted to any space where
Muzak is not normally heard.
Analysis:
I feel this piece made the viewer more aware of Muzak
than any other. The music, typical enough to be identified
as Muzak, was absurdly prominent and completely out of con-
text with the locations. However, the success of the piece
could only be determined by how aware of Muzak the viewer
continued to be in real life situations.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE B
MUSIC AS DECORATION
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MUSIC AS DECORATION
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Media Music I
Description of the piece:
Four identical sets of headphones stretch from a junc-
tion box on the wall to four corresponding metal chairs.
The chairs are bolted to the floor, facing the wall. A
sign to the left of the junction box reads, "Program A,"
one to the right reads, "Program B." The two headphones
on the left play Program A - three hours of Muzak. The
two on the right play Program B - three more hours of
Muzak. (See Figure D.)
Intent:
One desiring to experience the piece simply sits in
one of the four chairs and wears the set of headphones be-
longing to that chair. This forces one's attention to the
music by blocking out all other sound and by physically
suggesting that the listener face the wall, thereby avoid-
ing visual distraction. This makes the Muzak the primary
sensory experience for the moment and removes it from a
typical background existence.
Space Requirement:
This installation can be adapted to any space.
Analysis:
Many people were offended by the piece. They felt
that the entire installation was designed to make fun of
the person who chose to sit down and put on the headphones.
15
Several complained that they listened, waited for something
to happen, and when nothing happened, felt foolish. Conse-
quently, I decided that the piece was not successful since
so many had missed the point. However, upon reexamination,
I concluded that the lack of viewer involvement and the un-
willingness to look beyond the obvious for content generated
the adverse reaction. All of the information was available
if the viewer was willing to look for it. Then I realized
that an adverse reaction was not necessarily a sign of an
unsuccessful attempt. In fact, such strong reactions actually
indicated that the listeners must have become very aware of
the Muzak, and that was the primary objective of the piece.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE D
MEDIA MUSIC I
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Love.Songs (Valentines Day)
Description of the Piece:
Six identical cassette tape players are in a line
across the floor. Pink and red see-through scarves are
placed over each. Familiar love song melodies ("Love Me
Tender," "Love Story," "Feelings," etc.) are playing at
loud volume from each player, and all six are playing
simultaneously. The melodies were originally played on
a cheap, home chord organ and recorded with poor quality
microphones. The result is an irritating shrill display.
The piece runs approximately thirty minutes. (See Figure
E.)
Intent:
Although the melodies are familiar, their romantic
qualities have been stripped, encouraging the viewer-
listener to question his idea of beauty. As the lack of
ornamentation and aural enhancement becomes more conspic-
uous, one becomes more aware of his addiction to it.
Space Requirement:
This installation requires a long open floor space.
Analysis:
I do not feel the average viewer listened closely
enough to realize that the irritating melodies were all
familiar love songs stripped of their emotionalism. With-
out that realization it was impossible to make an
18
association between the pink and red scarves and what was
heard. Consequently, the piece made no sense at all to
the average viewer. This piece was the least successful
of the group in my opinion.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE E
LOVE SONGS (VALENTINES DAY)
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Entertaining Cats in the Kitchen
Description of the Piece:
On Videotape the artist is seen playing a musical
variety record and a comedy record for his two cats while
they eat and relax in the kitchen. The record turntable
is also seen. The piece runs approximately twenty minutes.
(See Videotape.)
Intent:
Just as humans are sometimes exposed to forced aural
stimulation while dining, the artist does the same for his
cats. One asks himself (if parallels are drawn at all),
"Does aural stimulation enhance a meal or make the act of
dining more rewarding?"
Space Requirement:
This piece requires a space appropriate for viewing
a videotape.
Analysis:
I feel the intent was apparent and, along with other
reactions, encouraged the viewer to question unsolicited
stimulation. Aurally and visually the piece depended on
absurdity for its strength and most viewers considered it
absurd, comparing it to the human experience of dining out.
Necessary visual documentation:
Videotape.
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Flimsy Plastic Records for the Masses
Description of the Piece:
A record turntable with four identical headphones
attached is resting in the middle of a large soft pile
rug. Scattered about are various plactic recordings (sound-
sheets), such as one might find stapled to the centerfold
of a magazine. Each soundsheet exists as a commercial for
itself. The listener-viewer is invited to relax and listen
for as long as he desires. (See Figure F.)
Intent:
The longer a person listens to the soundsheets, the
more intense the situation becomes. One soon realizes that
the phenomenon is not concerned with aural pleasure, but
rather the business of selling manipulation. The piece is
an expose of contemporary found art.
Space Requirement:
This installation can be adapted to any space.
Analysis:
As an example of found art, the piece was conceived as
straight forward documentation of a very real phenomenon.
The determination to manipulate and influence via sound was
evident, as was the attempt to make the participant comfor-
table. I feel this piece, which made the soundsheet
philosophy available to the public, was one of the most
important of the group.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE F
FLIMSY PLASTIC RECORDS FOR THE MASSES
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Relax Now
Description of the Piece:
On Videotape a solitary cassette tape player is seen.
As it is turned on by a hand at the top of the screen, one
begins to hear a portion of a progressive relaxation tape.
A non-descript voice takes the listener through a variety
of voice and throat exercises, finally encouraging the
listener-viewer to sing "Silent Night" out loud alone. The
piece runs approximately ten minutes. (See Videotape.)
Intent:
The piece is most fully realized by the person who
listens from a distance and views someone else watching
the videotape. A chain of control is observed - from the
hand starting the voice on the cassette tape through the
video system to the eyes and ears of the participant. The
content of the tape itself symbolizes the idea, "I'll tell
you what to say and when to say it!"
Space Requirement:
This piece requires a space appropriate for video
viewing.
Analysis:
The absurdity of the situation was obvious and people
laughed. However, the piece was about media manipulation -
not wierd relaxation programs. As stated in the intent, I
wanted to establish and expose a chain of control which
24
involved the viewer. But the viewer could only see the
chain if he could step aside and objectively include him-
self as a participant. Otherwise, the piece would have to
be viewed from a distance by someone not involved at all.
I feel the piece was exciting and made a valid statement,
but was too elusive and complicated to be understood by
very many viewers.
Necessary visual documentation:
Videotape.
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Menu II
Description of the Piece:
A cassette tape player is substituted for a place in a
typical dinner place setting. Heard on the tape is a disc
jockey announcer's voice reading the entire Denny's menu with
extreme feeling. A second (hidden) deck plays restaurant
Muzak in the background. The piece runs approximately
twenty minutes. (See Figure G.)
Intent:
By focusing one's attention (visually and aurally) to
the flowery descriptions offered on the menu, the illusion
and hype of mass restaurant dining is intensified. Combin-
ing this with the lush background music, a situation once
taken for granted now invites closer examination.
Space Requirement:
This installation can be adapted to any space.
Analysis:
I feel 4he piece was extremely direct. As one heard
the combination of the menu reading and the Muzak, an image
oriented restaurant, such as Denny's, was all that could
come to mind. The idea that such a place is more interested
in selling an illusion than serving food became intensified
visually through the replacement of the dinner plate by the
cassette player.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE G
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Conversation
Description of the Piece:
An FM radio is displayed in the center of a long table
with an exposed 12-inch speaker at either end. A typical
"hip" music station (rock and roll, contemporary jazz, disco,
etc.) is tuned in on the radio. The speakers are attached
to a hidden stereo tape deck. From the left speaker a male
voice is heard, from the right, a female speaks. The
voices are engaged in exchanging typical young adult conver-
sational cliches. (See Figure H.) For example:
Male - "Your eyes are beautiful."
Female - "Thank you. Do you come here often?"
Male - "Only when I'm looking for a little class.
Struck gold tonight."
Female - "Well, you seem pretty classy yourself.
Why don't you buy me a drink?"
Male - Before or after?"
Intent:
The piece points out the predictability of the elements
involved (radio and voices together and individually). The
exposed speakers act as a visual pun as well as a sound
transmitting device and the radio acts as itself playing
modern Muzak.
Space Requirement:
The installation requires only a table long enough to
separate the speakers adequately and low enough to be able
28
to look over the piece comfortably.
Analysis:
The conversation was an obvious string of cliches and
I feel the link between the voices and the radio music
(the third party in the conversation) was apparent. How-
ever, once again the piece demanded close examination for
complete understanding and I do not believe many viewers
were aware that the exposed speakers were also intentional
visual puns (the shallowness of the speakers were exposed).
However,.I do feel that this piece was one of the strongest
of the group.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE H
CONVERSATION
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Christmas Carols
Description of the Piece:
Five identical cassette tape players are hung in a
line on the wall just above eye-level. The center machine
is playing a sing-along with a Mitch Miller Christmas
album. The other machines are playing recordings of
electronic bird chirps. (See Figure I.)
Intent:
The unreal emotions of the voices and chirps combined
with the hard factual appearance of the tape players
create an intentional but obvious imitation of the Christ-
mas spirit. The cliche, "Close your eyes and you'll
swear you're there" is appropriate. One questions not
the validity of social occasions but rather the validity
of someone making money off such occasions.
Space Requirement:
This installation can be adapted to any wall space,
preferably one with a hard bleak appearance.
Analysis:
A definite holiday air was produced by the combina-
tion of the electronic chirps and Christmas carols. I
feel the piece successfully communicated the idea that
such social occasions have become illusions, void of sub-
stance and controlled by the media.
Necessary Visual Documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE I
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Live Muzak
Description of the Piece:
The artist plays the piano and sings from a hidden
location in a grocery store and the performance is piped
throughout the store by its own sound system. The music
includes original arrangements of current popular songs and
lasts one hour. (See Videotape.)
Intent:
The piece declares that there is no difference between
typical concert performance of the songs chosen and the
performance of the songs under the guise of Muzak. Current
pop music acts are as predictably safe as grocery store
Muzak, and the intent for both is the same - to manipulate
the listener via sound.
Space Requirement:
A space to view a videotape is required.
Analysis:
I feel the piece communicated the idea that entertain-
ment has become as predictable as Muzak. All of the elements
involved - the non-glamorous location of the performance,
the music piped through ceiling speakers and the selection
of material - pointed to the conclusion.
Necessary Visual Documentation:
Videotape.
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Everywhere
Description of the piece:
On Videotape - Part One depicts a variety of interior
scenes of buildings, such as supermarkets, bank lobbies,
dentists' and doctors' offices, shopping malls, florists'
shops, hospitals and restaurants. Typical Muzak is the
audio portion.
Part two depicts a variety of outdoor scenes, such as
a lake, a parking lot, a highway, a backyard, a building
exterior and a public park. Typical Muzak is the audio
portion. (See Videotape.)
Intent:
The music is logically inconspicuous in Part One, but
becomes quite prominent, when taken out of context, in
Part Two. However, one realizes that both situations make
equal sense.
Space Requirement:
A space appropriate for viewing the videotape is
required.
Analysis:
I feel the piece communicated the initial intent - to
make the viewer more aware of the phenomenon of Muzak - very
well. I do not feel, however, that the viewer was compelled
to question the validity of Part One or Part Two because the
34
sound seemed to accompany both equally well. It was logical-
ly conspicuous in both parts.
Necessary Visual Documentation:
Videotape.
35
Finch in the Lyceum
Description of the Piece:
April 23, 1977, North Texas State University Lyceum
8:00 - 9:00 p.m. End Over End, a very loud rock
and roll band plays in the theatre
lobby. The doors to the theatre
itself are locked.
9:00 - 9:15 p.m. Taped high-frequency sounds play
from the catwalks high above the
audience (now filtering in and
being seated).
9:15 - 9:30 p.m. A recording of The Mighty Sparrow
(calypso performer) singing "The
Death of Kennedy" is heard through
speakers on stage. The lights are
dim.
9:30 - 9:40 p.m. A black and white silent movie in-
troducing the 1966 line of Buicks
is shown.
9:40 -10:00 p.m. Brenda Chapman sings three operatic
songs on stage under a single white
spotlight. She is dressed in white
and uses no amplification.
10:00- 10:05 p.m. Dense fog slowly rolls from behind
the stage curtain to the audience,
36
10:05- 10:45 p.m.
covering the stage. Five identical
large-screen video monitors across
the stage are turned on. And Finch,
the punk-jazz trio, begins to play
from an area below the audience.
Finch appears on the video monitors,
is gradually turned up (volume)
through speakers on stage, and con-
tinues to play for forty minutes.
(See Figures J and K.)
Intent:
The performance is designed to surprise, confuse, and
stimulate the audience. The primary objective of the piece
is to create an unpredictable, entertaining show - to be as
unlike Muzak as possible.
Space Requirement:
The piece need not be repeated in any space.
Analysis:
I feel the performance was successfully unpredictable
and entertaining and communicated the intent quite well.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography and videotape.
FIGURE J
FINCH IN THE LYCEUM
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FIGURE K
FINCH IN THE LYCEUM
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Polka is Now
Description of the Piece:
A single tape player is resting on a pedestal along
with a polka record catalog. Heard on the tape is Brave
Combo, polka band of the artist, and scattered around are
several calling cards for the band (which include phone
numbers and an address for reaching Brave Combo). On the
wall, directly above the pedestal is a recent article by
John Rockwell (music critic for the New York Times stating
that polka music is on the rise. The viewer/listener may
turn on the tape atwill and may take a card. (See Figure L.)
Intent:
The polkas of Brave Combo are presented as an alter-
native to Muzak. The tape invites the listener to become
involved in music without pretense - to listen to music
generally considered very un-hip.
Space Requirement:
This installation can be adapted to any space.
Analysis:
I feel the piece was entertaining but did not totally
communicate the intent. More specific information, such as
an explanation of how polka ia an alternative to Muzak should
have been included. On a more basic level, instructions
should have been included stating how to operate the player.
Necessary visual documentation:
Still photography.
FIGURE L
POLKA IS NOW
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Mental Health Tour 1979
Description of the Piece:
The artist's polka band, Brave Combo, toured Texas
mental institutions during the summer of 1979. Every per-
formance was documented by still photography and/or video-
tape. (See Videotape.)
Intent:
The intent was to produce a non-Muzak (unpredictable
for the audience, the band and the person viewing the docu-
mentation) tour, and to make our first major appearance in
front of an audience unhampered by ego.
Space requirements:
A place for viewing the documentation is required.
Analysis:
I feel the piece communicated the intent to a point.
Although it was evident that Brave Combo played for a non-
typical audience, the viewer could not totally understand
the intent without actually being part of the original
experience. One may only veiw the proof that the tour
occurred.
Necessary Visual Documentation:
Still photography and videotape.
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Carl Finch as a Personality
Description of the Piece:
The artist displays a variety of printed material
about himself consisting of a certificate Verifying his
acceptance by the National Geographic Society, a "personal"
letter from Newsweek Magazine, various photos of himself
as a performer, a photo of the artist shaking hands with
the eccentric Legendary Stardust Cowboy, a photo of the
artist talking with Frank Stella, an interview with the
artist concerning polka music, a rejection notice from an
art competition, photos of two audio installations, a
letter from Terrell Mental Hospital, photos and informa-
tion on Brave Combo, the artist's polka band. (See
Figure M.)
Intent:
The piece comments on the importance (or unimportance)
of media coverage and recognition to the artist's ego.
The examples range from stupid to "significant," challeng-
ing the viewer to decide if any of it is worthwhile. The
me-decade philosophy is emphasized, but no judgement is
made.
Space Requirement:
This piece can be adapted to any wall space.
Analysis:
I feel the piece communicated the intent quite well.
Every example of Carl Finch hype was treated with equal
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consideration - push pinned to the wall of an accepted art
space at eye level. The idea that I, as an artist, declared
myself a personality also encouraged the viewer to recognize
self-promotion tactics and to become more aware of the new
importance of image over substance.
Necessary Visual Documentation:
The piece is totally visual and exists as its own
documentation.
Summary and Conclusions
The Muzak phenomenon appears, at first, to be quite a
complicated quirk of our civilization, especially when one
considers the broad definition attached to it in this
investigation. But, upon re-examining all of the pieces,
I feel that one installation can cover the subject as well
as one hundred. This is not to declare that a significant
body of work cannot be produced on the subject (how many
Photorealist paintings does it take to prove that a paint-
ing can be mistaken for a photograph). However, the basic
premise - that Muzak exists as a form of mass control - was
established in single pieces. Examples include, "Flimsy
Plastic Records for the Masses" and "Muzak as a Way of
Life."
All of the pieces, to be understood, require at least
moderate involvement on the viewer's part. Every aspect
of each piece was given special consideration. In "Muzak
as a Way of Life" the radios are all set at equal volume -
there is a reason (to state that all are equally significant).
In "Media Music I" the chairs are strapped to the floor
facing the wall - there is a reason (to control visual
distraction). Perhaps a note could be included with each
installation, stating, "Pay careful attention to everything
you see and hear. It is all intentional."
The careful consideration of every aspect of each piece
led me to a discovery I had not anticipated. While working
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on "Music as Decoration" I realized that this piece fell
into a category on Muzak not previously covered in the
introduction - music from unusual places.
Since beginning work on the subject in 1975, I have
noticed a growing public awareness of Muzak as a concept,
but not until the beginning of 1979 has there been any
documented indication that someone else might feel, as I
do, that Muzak goes far beyond its typical role. It's
everywhere and it's spreading. Gillo Dorfles, in his book
on Kitsch ( 2 ) presents an atmosphere of desperation,
occasionally drawing parallels between the rise of Kitsch
and the decline of the culture. I think he might be right.
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